Equipment hand out procedures
Hello parents! This is your friendly president Ty Amey writing you on behalf of the Seminole
Executive Board (SEB) to remind you of this year's equipment handout procedure. Please take
the time to read this email in its entirety as it is crucial we have a clear understanding on the
expectations regarding equipment.
1. Helmets, chin straps, shoulder pads, practice jerseys, and practice pants must be
RETURNED!! As we continue to find ways to lower our overall cost of our program we have
placed an emphasis on successfully collecting all of our equipment. We strive on providing all
of our children with the best and safest equipment and we need your help to ensure we can
continue to do so.
2. If you are going to use a different chin strap than the one issued with the helmet please
attempt to purchase a Riddell chin strap! If you use a chin strap that is not Riddell you are
acknowledging that Riddell is no longer responsible for any head injury that might occur. We
will also expect you to return our chin strap if you choose to use a different chin strap. Failure to
return our chin strap will result in a $10 charge.
3. If you lose or break a helmet, shoulder pads or chin strap you will be required to pay the Full
Amount of the replacement equipment in order for your child to continue playing this season.
Please take extra care of the equipment to avoid facing any of these additional costs. Do not
place equipment on the bottom of heavy piles of stuff. Do not allow your child or anyone else to
sit on, throw, kick or drop the equipment.
4. Your children will be signing a sheet acknowledging the receipt of a helmet, shoulder pads
and chin strap. We will mark the size and make of the equipment received and provide the
information to your head coaches for tracking throughout the season.
5. Please make sure that you purchase the 7 Padded Griddle by Monday. We will start practicing
in full equipment next week and your griddle will be required! If you need any assistance on
where to get this item please contact you Head Coach.
I want to thank you for taking the time to read this email and for entrusting our organization to
become a part of your village. We are excited about this upcoming season and look forward to
working together to make the 2017 Seminole season successful on all fronts! God Bless and GO
SEMINOLES!!!
Respectfully,
Ty Amey
Bay Area Seminoles President

